Dirty
Press Release
Extreme/Industrial metal legends Aborym, featuring musicians of Emperor and Hour of Penance
fame, have released a video-clip for the title-track of their new album, "Dirty". Ironic in its outcome,
the video deals with a "distressing and confusional situation, blurring the borderline between
nightmares, memories and drug inducted hallucinations" (Alberto Falcone, director). Featuring all
three band members as well as actors, the clip was filmed in Italy and can be viewed at YouTube:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qKgCWBctM9Y.

Commented by the video director, Alberto Falcone: "At the first listening of Dirty, by Aborym, I got
projected in a dark world, where I could see the worst of every human. My aim was to tell a
distressing and confusional situation, blurring the borderline between nightmares, memories and
drug inducted hallucinations. The pub where the story is set becomes populated by different
apathetic idiot savants, each and every of them isolated in their own desperation. The few
interactions that exist between them turn tragically. And then there's Luna, who stands still and
feels passively all that happens and surrounds her. It was a terrific experience to shoot this video
and meet the band members of Aborym, especially because I'm a faithful fan since the release of
Kali Yuga Bizzare."

Dirty videoclip is starring:
Alberto Falcone - director
Luca Meneghel - DOP
Monica Brandini - art director/producer
Francesco Elipanni - cameraman/aiuto regia
Monica Mangioni - makeup artist
Aborym’s Fabban (bartender)
Aborym’s Bård G.Eithun “Faust” (security guy)
Aborym’s Paolo Pieri (stabber)
Luna Sangre (lost girl)
Graziana Bellofiore (posh girl)
Michele Galasso (stabbed guy)
Gabriele Carboni (pimp)
Alessia Luca (stripper)
Francesco Genio (drunk)
Antonio Riccelli (guy #1)
Oliver Isaac (guy #2)
Marika Baghino (girl#1)
Linda Flamini (girl#2)

Dirty is out now via Agonia Records. The album is available in CD, Digipack CD, LP and limited LP
formats. There's also a dedicated T-shirt in yellow and black colours.
Follow:
Aborym at: www.facebook.com/aborymofficial.
Alberto Falcone, director, at: www.behance.net/albertofalcone and
www.vimeo.com/albertofalcone.
Agonia Records at: www.facebook.com/agoniarecords.

